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A Spark of Nerve

Drugged Driving

Monday, August 12 at 9 p.m.
Dr. Susan E. Mackinnon is restoring movement
to limbs that many doctors believe to be
permanently paralyzed. It’s not science fiction!
With a pioneering technique called nerve transfer
surgery, patients are rewired with their own
redundant nerves, retraining the brain to move
lifeless muscles.

Tuesday, August 20 at 8:30 p.m.
Increasingly, health care, safety and law
enforcement experts point to a dangerous new
trend -- driving impaired from illegal drugs, pills
or even common prescription medicines. The
threat is the greatest during the evening hours
on weekends when as many as one in four drivers
could be impaired.

3 Seconds Behind the Wheel

Gluten Free

Tuesday, August 13 at 9 p.m.
Why three seconds? Follow the lives of eight
drivers (between the ages of 18 and 65 in Florida
and Connecticut) over six months using in-car
cameras and tracking technology to monitor the
often-hidden behavior of distracted drivers.

Tuesday, August 20 at 9 p.m.
Is gluten harmful or not? Is it a fad diet, or can it
actually kill people? Millions of people have joined
the conversation, but little has been clarified as
the food industry today sells more than $5 billion
a year in gluten-free foods. Learn what’s going on,
as we take you on a gut-wrenching journey that
explains the true story of gluten, with its facts,
myths, mysteries and deadly potential revealed.
If you know any of the millions of people in the
United States with a gluten-related illness, this film
is a must-see event for you.

The Not-Dying Girl
Friday, August 21 at 8:30 p.m.
Discover the emotional story of Lauren
McCullough, a star high school athlete who was
diagnosed with Ewing’s Sarcoma and spent her
time spreading awareness about the cancer and
completing inspiring bucket-list items.

